"Bouface Streamer"

Originally tied for saltwater, but is a terrific bass pattern. Tie the Bouface in traditional bass colors such as purple and black

**Materials**
- **Hook:** 2X or 3X Long Streamer Hook
- **Thread:** 3/0 color to match the tail
- **Head:** Medium or large bead and rabbit dubbing
- **Tail:** Rabbit strip and strands of flash, your choice
- **Collar:** Marabou your choice of color
- **Weed Guard:** 30 lb mono (optional)
**Tying Steps**

**Step 1**
Start your tying thread at the eye

**Step 2**
Attach the tying thread behind the bead
**Step 3**
Bring your thread to the bend of the hook

**Step 4**
Cut a strip of rabbit strip to tie onto the hook at the bend of the hook. Tail should be as long as the shank
Step 5
Lift up the rabbit strip and bring your thread toward the eye behind the bead.

Step 6
Tie down the rabbit strip leaving a space between the strip and the bead for the Marabou color.
Step 7
Tie in some flash, I am using Krystal Flash. Tie a few strands on both sides of the fly.

Step 8
Turn the fly upside down and tie in some marabou fibers for the collar.
Step 9

Turn the fly right side up. Get ready to tie some marabou fibers on top of the fly.

Step 10

Tie in the marabou fibers on top.
Step 11
Dub the head, use any color you like, I am using peacock herl for the head.

Step 12
Dub the head right behind the bead.
Step 13
Whip finish behind the bead.

Step 14
Completed Bouface Streamer
Editors Notes: Comments from the editor.

Fly of the Month:
Do you know someone who deserves to be featured in the Fly of the Month? If you have a camera and computer, you can write a Fly of the Month article to honor your favorite tier tying their best creation. For details contact Kit Seaton or Jerry Coviello at flyofthemonth@fedflyfishers.org.

Please note: The demonstration you are viewing makes no claim, implied or otherwise, that the presenter or demonstrator of the fly pattern was the original creator of the fly.

This is the guest tyer's version of this fly and it may differ from the creator's or other versions and variations.

Please Credit FFF Website or FFF Clubwire with any use of the pattern.
You can direct any questions or comments to flyofthemonth@fedflyfishers.org.